
5.2 Schedule 

The major benefit ol modularization and component prefabrication is to 
allow trie civil works and mechanical installation to proceed in parallel. 
Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the improved CANDU 6 and the 
CANOU 3 construction schedule. The durations shown for each ol the 
major trade groups are consistent with past experience on the CANDU 6 
program taking into account the reduced number ot components and 
simplification of on site activities, particularly in the critical areas of Reactor 
installation. This schedule shows that module fabrication start 10 months 
before first concrete. For long delivery items, the first purchase orders need 
to be placed 18 months ahead of the start of module fabrication which 
results in a total project schedule of 66 months. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The CANDU 3 program established the reduction in construction schedule 
as a major objective. By incorporating modules and maximizing off site 
component fabrication into the basic design, the construction schedule from 
first concrete to in-service can be reduced by 30% from 54 months for an 
Improved CANOU 6 to 38 months for the CANOU 3. 

The detailed design work done to date has confirmed the feasibility of this 
approach. 
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COST REDUCTION IN THE ABB ATOM BWR 90 PROJECT 

B. L.6NNERBERG 
Reactor Division, 
ABB Atom AB. 
Vastcras, Sweden 

Abstract 

BWt 90 la a davalopaan*. of tha ABB Ato* dealin BWI 7J. The latter was 
realised in two plaata In Swalan, Foraaiark 1 and 2, and two rinnlth palnta, 
TVO 1 and II, and vat further brought to aaturlty in Forsaark 3 and Oakarahaan 
3, in optratlon ainca 1915/1916. 

Tha praaant papar la reviewing ona of tha Mia coal of tha projaet BWI 90 
which eonaiat in tha vaya how to rcduct eoata and facilitate a ahort 
construction tlea achedule 

BWR 90 is a development ot tha ABB Atom design BWR 75. Tht latter 
was realized in two plants in Sweden, Forsmark 1 and 2. and two 
Finnish plants. TVO I and II, and was further brought IO maturity in 
Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3, in operation since 1985/1986. 

After delivery of Oskarshamn 3 in 1988 we started a study yl the 
design. The result ol this sludy is called BWR 90. The main goal ol the 
project BWR 90 was threefold 

to incorporate technological development 
to adapt to new salety requirements 
to reduce costs and facilitate a short construction lime schedule 

(Figure 1) 

In this presentation t will concentrate on the third item. Design 
considerations can be summarized as follows. 

The plant layout has been changed in several details. Figure 2 and 3. 

The salary-related parts have been concentrated to the immediate 
environment of the reactor building. This gives shorter pipe and 
cable connections to the reactor and those structures which have to be 
protected from ouier impacts, earthquake, airplane, etc, are 
collected in a smaller portion and so the protective means are 
cheaper. 



72 - The transport passage through the plant is narrower. The 
previous idea of wide passage lor the construction period has turned 
to the more adequate operational period requirements. The building 
volume is smaller, pipes and cables are shcier and this contributes 
to lower costs. Figure 4. 

A programmable control equipment has been introduced, which 
has allowed a decentralization ot all control components whicn are not 
directly needed in the control room. The control room can be made 
smaller and the reduced size of control components allows lor reduced 
volumes also in the control area in the process vicinity. Figure 5.1 
ana 5.2. 

The auxiliary power system is simplified. This is partly a result 
of the new control equipment, partly a result of process system 
changes and partly due to a review of the eiectric power concept. The 
number of voltage levels has been reduced. Figure 6. 

Further points implying cost reduction are: elimination of the 
core spray distribution pipes, figure 7, decreased capi i i ty of low 
pressure core injection system, iigure 3. reduction of the amount of 
pipe restraints in the reactor containment, figure 9, reduced 
redundancy in the ottgas system. The amount of penetrations in the 
containmen; has also been reduced. 

There are also areas which !ead to increased cosls. The most 
important one is related to the requirement on severe accident 
mitigation. To meet this requirement a core catcher pool and a 
containment filter system has been inserted. Ail our Swedish and both 
Finnish plants are backfitted with a filter system. Figure 9. 

Other areas, which have been observed in the development work, 
have given a decision not to change the design . Examples are: The 
emergency systems have been studied, both regarding the number of 
subdivisions - 4 x "50%" or 3 x "10C%" - and regarding the 
possibility of crossconnections between systems. In the first case 
there was very little cost benefit, but an impaired safety level, in the 
second case a certain cos! reduction can be obtained but the negative 
impact on safety system reliability is too big. Figure 3 

Also the existence of the boron system has been questioned. In our 
BWR design there is no situation in which the boron system fulfils a 
specified task, so removing the system would be natural. However, 
the verification necessary to convince the authorities is considered to 
require more resources than ihe system /alue. why it remains. 

We have experienced very good availability in our plants. Figure 10. 
In this respect our favourite customer is TVO who usually manage to 
finish the refuelling outage in two weeks time. Jnspite of this short 
time, design changes in order ;o further shorten the outaga are 
discussed. An increase can be made m the capacity ot the reactor 
shutdown cooling system to gain a few hours, in this area the 
investment cost comes in direct conflict with the operational costs. 
There are different viewpoints whether such an investment is cost-
effective. 

The result of this work is that in spite of increased rquirements and 
consequential additional equipment, it has been possible to reduce the 
total costs of the plant. The main savings lie with the reduced building 
volume. The reduction can be estimated to a few percent of the total 
investment. 

BWR 90 

Q-BjMlive 

Baste daatgn Foreman 3 and Oasarsttamn 3 

New safety and design criteria * .g cot* melt 
mit igat ion 

New types ot equipment e.g. computerized 
control systems 

Cost reduction tor competitiveness e g , reduced 
building volumes simplified eum'iary power 
systems 

FIG. 1. 

Olkiluoto 3, BWR 3300 

FIG. 2. Principal building arrangement. 
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FIG. 6. BWR 90: auxiliary power. 
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FIG. 7. Reactor vessel and internals. 



322 Containment **ss«4 sprav system 
323 Low* pressure coolant injection 

system 
327 Auxiliary feedwater system 

6S2 Onset angxa auxiliary systems 
712 Shutdown cooang water system 
721 Shutdown secondary coding 

system 

FIG. a. BWR 75: anwrgency cooling systems. 

BWR 75 BWR 90 

75 FIG. 9. 

FIG. 10. 


